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ABSTRACT

Convergence means the process of balancing disparities in chosen indicators of homogeneous economic groups. β-convergence is based on the assumption in which less developed economy grows faster than the advanced ones, resulting in higher speed of GDP per capita in less developed economy. In this article, β convergence is verified based on dependency between the growth of real GDP per capita and the initial level of real GDP per capita (in PPP) and based on the modifications of this relationship using Least Squares Method for 9 countries in South East Asia with different samples from 2000 to 2015. To completely explain the dependency and calculation of consistent, minimal estimators of dummies are used and a structural parameter is created, to eliminate shocks and possible disparities between chosen countries. According to the results, convergence was proved only in the sample since 2004 until 2008 among the nine chosen countries of South East Asia.
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INTRODUCTION

The concept of convergence is actually matter of debates, since many economies are reaching maximum current capacity and the growth is more slowly or vice versa with the fast speed. The convergence engages in balancing of disparities between the various indicators in framework of homogeneous economic groups. Testing convergence is necessary to operate with homogenous economic groups with similar level of development. It is rare to reach the same level of steady state for non homogenous economic groups because they may be different in starting conditions, policy, demography, education and health system, level of life standard, investments, and also historic development. Customs
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and traditions of the population may play an important role in observing, particularly when being formulated as rural economic units.

Definition of the Beta convergence is possible to express when poorer, less developed countries try to catch up with richer, more developed countries and converge to the same level of steady state, so these processes reduce disparities between two or more variables at a time and because process of convergence is mostly based on long run processes and cooperation between countries which are trying to create one homogenous economic group. This reason is necessary to analyze nominal and real convergence. The nominal convergence is joined with unite treaty or constituent for group of economies, that want to become one union. These criteria are general for each member economy and they are taken to comply in order to accelerate the process of integration of unity. Typical example of nominal convergence is European Union or United States of America. The real convergence has background in mathematical methodology and application for verifying convergence between already homogenous or similar economies. The most important convergence factor is the real Gross Domestic Product per capita in purchasing power parity (real GDP per capita).

Because of the existing real ideas of integration of South East Asia countries to one unity, we decided to verify Beta convergence of a period between 2000 and 2015 within these countries. This article uses two indicators: the real GDP per capita in PPP and compensation per employee in each sector of economies. There is not any condition of the existence of the same level of steady state for selected variables. Beta convergence is based on the assumption, where less developed economy grows faster than the advanced one, so GDP per capita in less developed economy increases faster. Calculation and definition are explained in methodology of the article and the main studied factor is parameter of convergence.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

Verification of the Beta convergence was conducted by using Least Squares Method. The concept is based on the methodology of R. Barro and X. Sala-i-Martin (Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 2004). Assumption of convergence was tested among nine chosen countries (Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Timor - Leste, Thailand and
Vietnam, excluded Myanmar - because it is not possible to look for homogenous data in this country) by dependency between logarithm of growth of real GDP per capita (PPP) - dependent variable and logarithm of GDP per capita in the initial time - explanatory variable per each analyzed period. The data were divided into five groups of period between 2000 and 2015 during which we apply testing of convergence: 2000 - 2004, 2004 - 2008, 2008 - 2012, 2012 - 2015, 2000-2015. The main intention is to obtain the great development of chosen countries during last fifteen years when policy system and abroad business have been transformed and changed. The second reason is because of the contribution which the year 2008 could bring since this year is known as official start year of world economic and business crises. The length of chosen period between 2000 and 2015 was chosen based on the availability of necessary database per each country from one source since homogenous source is preferable due to the same methodology used during the calculation and collection of information of indicators. The data were downloaded from website of World Bank, therefore, the consistency and credibility of used data were definitely ensured. The dependence between logarithm growth of real GDP per capita in PPP and logarithm of GDP per capita in the initial time is expressed using this formula

\[(\frac{1}{T}) \times \log \left( \frac{y_{iT}}{y_{i0}} \right) = \alpha - \left[ \frac{r - \beta T}{T} \right] \times \log(y_{i0}) + u_{i0,T} \]

where

\( T \) - the range of years between the initial and the last observation value,
\( i \) - particular country,
\( x \) - the rate of technological progress, we assume the same \( x \) per each country,
\( \beta \) - parameter of convergence,
\( y_{i0} \) - the real GDP per capita in PPP in country \( i \) in the initial year,
\( y_{iT} \) - the real GDP per capita in PPP in country \( i \) in the last year,
\( u_{i0,T} \) - the random shocks in production conditions and preferences,
\( \alpha = x_i + (1 - e^{-\beta T})(\log(y_i^*) + x_i(T)) \) - the level constant,
- \( \left[ \frac{1-e^{-\beta t}}{t} \right] \) - the speed of convergence.

\( \beta \) is the most important parameter for the verification of Beta convergence and this parameter has to be significant. Based on this parameter, the existence of convergence can be verified. Predicted value of parameter convergence is negative, based on formula

- \( \left[ \frac{1-e^{-\beta t}}{t} \right] \) - speed of convergence, which should be positive value. Negative parameter may occur just in some undeveloped countries of Central Africa.

The verification of Beta convergence is necessary to count with geographical and political disparities among chosen countries. Since the nine chosen countries have different kinds of political direction, only a calculation of similarly homogenous countries was made. This may have strong impact on the explanation of previous dependence, so based on this argument, an addition of model 1 dummies was made. Using this, disparities balances are possible. Model without dummies was not completely specified, which has important impact to express of random variable. The model without dummies may have treatment of breach of the presumption of randomness. Therefore, four dummies were created and countries were conjoined according their similarity of policy practice and business characteristics as:

- first group: Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand,
- second group: East Timor,
- third group: Singapore,
- fourth group: Cambodia, Laos, Philippines, Vietnam.

The model can incorporate \( k-1 \) variants, so a new model is explained as

\[
(1) \quad \log \left( \frac{y_{it}}{y_{i0}} \right) = \alpha - \left[ \frac{1-e^{-\beta t}}{t} \right] \log(y_{i0}) + \gamma_i First_{it} + \varepsilon_i Second_{it} + \theta_i Third_{it} + u_{i0,t} \quad (2)
\]

where

- \( First_{it}, Second_{it}, Third_{it} \) - chosen dummies,
- \( \gamma_i, \varepsilon_i, \theta_i \) - parameters of used dummies, \( k-1 \) variations of dummies were used.

Other variables have the same meaning as variables in the previous model, explained by formula 1. The best results were obtained from the combination of first, second and third group of dummies.
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Even of the new specification of the model, there still exists high probability of completing used model and doubts. The random variable $u_{i0,T}$ is found in each period dependent on the previous random shocks - impaction of shocks from economic activities of each country. Because of high probability of existing correlation between the explanatory variables and random shocks, the parameter of $\beta$ convergence may be distorted. To avoid parameter’s distortion, model 2 is expanded by adding a structural variable, which may aggregate the effect of the economic nature of each monitored country. This structural variable is constructed as a weighted summarization of the average growth in compensation per capita in the various sectors of the economy, the calculation consists of nine economic departments (Agriculture, Industry excluded Construction, Construction, Trade and services, Education, IT and services, Transportation, Government and Health and Finance). The structural parameter is possibly expressed as

$$s_{it} = \sum_{j=1}^{9} \omega_{ij,T-0} * \left[ \log \left( \frac{y_{iT}}{y_{i0}} \right) \right]$$

where

- $T$ - the range of years between the initial and the last observation value,
- $i$ - particular country,
- $y_{iT}$ - the compensation per capita in country $i$ for the last year,
- $y_{i0}$ - the compensation per capita in country $i$ for the initial year,
- $\omega_{ij,T-0}$ - the weight of economic structure of department $j$ in country $i$.

The new modification of model is expressed as

$$\left( \frac{1}{\tau} \right) \cdot \log \left( \frac{y_{iT}}{y_{i0}} \right) = \alpha - \left[ \frac{1-\tau^{T}}{\tau} \right] \cdot log(y_{i0}) + \gamma_i First_{it} + \epsilon_i Second_{it} + \theta_i Third_{it} + \phi_i s_{it} + u_{i0,T}$$

where

- $s_{it}$ - the structural variable,
- $\phi_i$ - the parameter of the structural variable.
Other variables have the same explanation as the model 2. The structural variable $S_{it}$ reveals how much country would grow if each of used sectors grew at the national average rate. If country $i$ specializes in the agriculture and the aggregate agriculture sector does not grow over the period between $T$ and $0$, the low value of the structural variable $S_{it}$ of this country indicates that it should not grow very fast because of the agriculture sector has suffered from random shocks.

Basic assumptions of model in each of used models are verified. In the case of filled assumptions, significant dependency with correlated and homoskedastic residuals, which have normal distribution may explain right and truly relationships with a minimum, consistent and sustaining estimator, which is explained by Least Squares Method. Even that correlation is one of the basic assumptions. Panel data are used in whole sample of article, so potential Autocorrelation is not solved because this assumption can be ensured by easy layout of used data.

Homoskedastic residuals are verified by Breusch Pagan Godfrey test and its P-value for every model is verified as various shapes and dependencies of heteroskedasticity. For ensuring heteroskedastic residuals, he Weighted Least Squares Method is applied. Effective estimator is also possible to provide by White's estimation of parameters, which is resistant against heteroskedasticity. The application is necessary to construct particular weights, which depend on used model. In the case of model with one parameter 1 and model 2, the weight has only one explanatory variable. In the case of several explanatory variables 3, weights are constructed as their linear combination using auxiliary Breusch Pagan Godfrey equation, which is defined as

$$\varepsilon^2 = \alpha + \lambda X$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where

$\varepsilon^2$ - dependent variable - squares of residuals,

$\alpha$ - vector of level constant,

$\lambda$ - vector of convergence parameters,

$X$ - matric of explanatory variables for each economy.
Application of auxiliary equation was calculated from the estimation of parameters and estimation of fitted values squares of residuals in which these fitted values had to be positive because of square roots of fitted values. These square roots calculated the weights. In the case of no positive fitted value, this was replaced by the corresponding actual square of residuals. Following this, heteroskedastic model was divided into series of calculated weights and estimated by Least Squares Method again. After application of this procedure, homoskedastic residuals model were obtained.

Last procedure was verification of normal distribution of residuals, which is provided by JarqueBera test and its P-value. If normal distribution is verified, information content of T-statistic of individual model parameters and F-statistic model are relevant and estimator is minimal. The most common procedure for provision of normal distribution is the change in specification or in functional form of the model. This methodises is not necessarily specified and is very commonly used and good known.

DATA
Data were downloaded from online database sources of The World Bank (http://data.worldbank.org/) and chosen period was between 2000 and 2015. Common verification was done by dividing sample of data into four shorter periods and whole sample:
- 2000 - 2004,
- 2004 - 2008,
- 2008 - 2012,
- 2012 - 2015,

Point of this division was based on year 2008, which is known as official year of beginning of economic and financial crises around the world, so is predicted strong impact by this year.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Verification of Beta convergence for chosen nine countries of South East Asia was tested by Least Square Method based on previous formulas 1, 2, and 4 between 2000 and 2015. Results of Beta convergence parameters and explanatory parameters for each model are shown in Table 1 for each sub-period and whole sample together with P-value of parameters, Coefficient of Determination, F-statistic and P-value of F-Statistic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_B0</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_B1</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamma</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_gama</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epsilon</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_epsilon</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teta</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_teta</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f1</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_f1</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fstat</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>6.649</td>
<td>6.499</td>
<td>4.293</td>
<td>2.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_Fstat</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.823</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The degree of significance at level α=0.05.
Source: Results from the estimation

The most important parameter to verify convergence into the same steady level of the real GDP per capita in PPP is parameter of convergence β1. This parameter has to be significant, which in article is verified by P-value of parameter in 90% significant level. Based on results of this parameter, there is verified convergence per each model for period of 2004-2008. Thus, the results are interpreted only for this sample.

Because the model of convergence described dependence of logarithmic growth of real GDP per capita on initial logarithmic GDP per capita 1, parameter of β convergence is equal to -0.0077 (it is negative, so positive speed of convergence is expected) and...
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Parameter is significant. The constant level is significant too. Coefficient of determination $R^2$ is 0.4814, so the model of β-convergence explains 48.14% of the total variability of the growth of real GDP per capita in PPP among the chosen sample and model as whole is also significant. Basic assumptions of model are filled, model has homoskedastic and normal distributed residuals, because value of Breusch Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test is 2.1198 and its P value is 0.1454, so there is no heteroskedastic residuals in the model. Because Jargue Bera test value shows 0.4193 and its P value is 0.8109, normal distribution is proven, so basic assumptions of model are filled. Because parameters are significant, also the whole model is significant and P-value of F-statistic is equals to 0.03814, there is verified Beta convergence between period since 2004 until 2008 for nine chosen countries in South East Asia. Thus, the chosen economies reach the same steady state and calculation of speed of convergence using formula $\frac{(1-e^{-\beta T})}{T}$ is possible. Based on negative parameter of convergence, speed is positive with calculated speed of convergence equals to 0.75%.

The real growth of GDP per capita in the sample since 2004 until 2008 for the chosen countries is in an average of 2.55% even in the fact, that some of them have higher growth such as Laos, Vietnam, Indonesia (more than 5%) , but countries such as Singapore and Thailand have less growth (Singapore has approximately 2% and Thailand has only between 0.5% and 1%). Thus, the average growth of real GDP per capita is close to the average growth of GDP per capita of USA. Because the calculated value of convergence speed in comparison with the average value is understated, the proven result of convergence in the one steady state of real GDP per capita for chosen countries is not ensured and further specification is necessary by model 2 and 4.

Second model is modification of the model 1, where dummies - artificial variables were added. Following this, countries of South East Asia are divided for individual groups according to their geographical and economic division which is described in the methodology of the article. Parameter of β is again negative, equals to -0.0223 and is significant with the constant level, but not every added dummy is significant. It may be concluded that dummies significantly do not influence the explanation of Beta convergence. Coefficient of determination is equal to 0.8111, so the model of Beta convergence explains 81.11% of the total variability of the growth of the real GDP per capita in PPP among the
chosen sample and model as whole is also significant because F-statistic model is 4.2933 and its P-value is equal to 0.0936. Because coefficient of determination substantially increased and the model is better specified, deeper specification of model might be right. Homoskedastic model was verified again, value of Breusch Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test is 3.4918 and its P-value is 0.1745, so there is no heteroskedastic residuals in the model. Based on Jargue-Bera test with value of 0.2244 and its P-value which is equal to 0.8675, normal distribution is proven - basic assumptions of model are filled. Only parameter ε is significant from used dummies and also whole model is significant, F-statistic is equal to 4.2933 and its P-value is 0.0936. It can be concluded that there is verified Beta convergence between period between 2004 and 2008 for nine chosen countries in South East Asia, so the chosen economies reach the same steady state level of real GDP per capita. Calculated speed of convergence based on formula $-\frac{1}{\beta} \ln(1-R^2)$ shows positive result and value of convergence speed is 2.1162%. This value is close to average value of GDP growth for chosen countries 2.55% and also similar value of 2% speed of convergence of USA, so results are neither understated nor overvalued. Thus, the informative value of the model is usable. Following this conclusion of verifying and ensured verified convergence, the last model 4 is interpreted.

The last model (4) is an extension with incorporation of the structural variable $S_t$, which consists of nine sectors (Agriculture, Industry excluded Construction, Construction, Trade and services, Education, IT and services, Government and Health, Transportation and Finance). Parameter of β for this model is negative too, equal to -0.0232 and is significant together with constant level. dummies and even the structural parameter are not significant. Interpretation of third model is almost the same as that for second model. Coefficient of determination is equal to 0.8227 (again increased in comparison with previous used models) and the model of Beta convergence explains 82.27% of the total variability of the growth of real GDP per capita in PPP over the chosen sample since 2004 until 2008. F-statistics of model is 2.7839 and its P-value is equal to 0.2144, whole model is not significant. F-statistics is really low number with no signification, which is not common in Econometrics. It is doubtful about the use of specification and whether the description ability and model verification can be completely ensured, so basic assumptions of model
was first verified. Homoskedastic residuals and normal distribution in this model are also verified. Based on value of Breusch Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test of 2.2879 and its P-value of 0.3186 and value of Jarque-Bera test equal 0.4603 and its P-value of 0.7944, model’s assumptions are filled even in the fact that whole model is not significant. Other parameters used of explanatory variables are not significant, whole model is also not significant, so this model has information and theoretical character, which is not confirmed.

It is predicted that there exists Beta convergence between period between 2004 and 2008 for nine chosen countries in South East Asia, with no impact by dummies or structural shocks in the chosen countries, but it is still inconclusive. If speed of convergence was calculated by formula $\frac{\left(1 - e^{-\beta T}\right)}{T}$, result would be almost the same with previous model equal to 2.19% and again close to 2% of average speed of convergence reached by for monitored nine countries, which show very trustworthy result of convergence speed.

**CONCLUSION**

The article explains the methodology of Beta convergence verification. This convergence approach is based on hypothesis, when poorer countries tent to grow faster per capita than richer. Based on results from three different models, there was proven concept of Beta convergence in sample between 2004 and 2008 of the chosen nine countries in South East Asia. The leading indicator is the parameter of convergence and based on this indicator, convergence was verified only for sample between 2004 and 2008. Other divided samples did not prove Beta convergence among chosen countries. Similarly, the existence of convergence among nine chosen countries on the whole sample from 2000 to 2015 was not verified. It is concluded that division of shorter period is more exact.

In the future, monitoring the convergence with extended database for each country and with the use of another cause of methodology is planned. The main contribution of this article is in verification of Beta convergence for chosen nine countries in South East Asia. Because of the real existence of future integration to one unity among these countries, based on mathematical results of the verification, governments may easily predict the effects of integration and provide useful steps.
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